Like ultrasound and computed tomography (CT) scanning, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a potent expression of the centrality of visual technology in modern medicine. A full, definitive history of its invention has not yet been written, the best account so far being a very well-researched, but inevitably constrained, chapter in Stuart Blumes' *Insight and Industry.* In 2003, Peter Mansfield and Paul Lauterbur were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize for key contributions to its development. This was controversial in some quarters: Raymond Damadian felt so strongly that he should have been included in the award that he took out two-page advertisements in newspapers in the USA, UK and Sweden, stating his case. John Mallard in Aberdeen also felt that the contribution of his team should have been acknowledged, although he expressed his disappointment moderately and privately. So any material that sheds greater light on the background of the innovative imaging modality is of considerable potential interest as a resource for whoever takes up the historiographic challenge that MRI poses.

Mansfield's personal story is indeed extraordinary. Born in 1933 to a working-class family, he failed the 11+ examination and was educated in a Secondary Modern School, leaving at 15 with not a single O-level. Initially trained as a printer, he somehow managed to secure a post in the Rocket Propulsion Department, run by the Ministry of Supply, near Aylesbury. There, he gradually achieved the qualifications that enabled him to study physics at Queen Mary College in London, graduating in 1959 with first-class honours. This is as telling an indictment of academic selection at too early an age as it is possible to imagine, but Mansfield seems to bear no grudge. Nor does he seem bitter that his professional advancement was interrupted by National Service. The story of his interview with the deferment panel in 1952 is amusing: he was unable to convince the lady magistrate in charge of the proceedings of the importance of rocketry. She seemed to imagine fireworks and Guy Fawkes' night. As Mansfield wryly points out, if she had lived in London during the Second World War she would had a different view.

Mansfield spent most of his academic career at the University of Nottingham, where, remarkably, there were three separate teams of physicists working on nuclear resonance. Relations between the groups were tense, as were the relationships between the scientists, the University and the National Research Development Corporation. Mansfield uses his autobiography to explain some of his responses to this difficult situation. The physics of nuclear resonance is described quite fully, but medical historians will not find much detail on the initial applications of the modality to human subjects. What there is, however, is fascinating. The earliest devices were so small that it was impossible to image objects larger than the little finger of a small hand. While due consideration was certainly given to safety issues, in the form of brave self-experimentation by Mansfield himself, it is noteworthy that the reason why some of the first whole-body images were of paediatric patients was that only children could fit into the scanning space.

Some readers may find the structure of this book unhelpful, alternating as it often does between personal and family minutiae and fairly heavy-duty physics. Certainly scholars will want to triangulate Mansfield's account against other sources. But I enjoyed an entertaining and engaging account of a remarkable life and career. And, as I say, anything that sheds light on history of MRI is to be warmly welcomed.
